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Harness the power of a nutrient-rich diet to make sure a lifetime free of illness and full of
health! Fuhrman explains how you can make sure your children are eating to maintain a healthy
mind and body, and how eating particular foods and staying away from others can positively
effect your child's IQ and success in school. helps families transform their eating habits and
recover their wellness.D. His nutrient-rich diet program can have a significant impact on your
son or daughter's resistance to dangerous infections, and a dramatic effect on reducing the
occurrence of ailments like asthma, ear infections, and allergies. Dr.In his private practice, Joel
Fuhrman, M. Bolstered by this scientific proof, he can help you do everything you can to protect
your son or daughter against developing diabetes, cardiovascular disease, autoimmune diseases,
and cancer through a solid nutritional groundwork. Eating well in our early years may enable us
to earn the war on malignancy. He also presents the interesting technology that demonstrates
that the current epidemic of adult cancers and various other diseases is closely linked to what
we eat in the first one fourth of existence. Featuring easy-to-prepare, kid-friendly quality
recipes that will satisfy even the pickiest eaters, Disease-Proof Your Child will help your whole
family will figure out how to establish life-long healthful eating habits.
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This book is awesome.. Even better, I start to see the meals choice trending in a complete foods
direction and that helps to keep me motivated!. to maintain our family safe and healthy. It really
opens your brain to how important good diet plan in childhood are. An amazing book. I am sorry
I spent cash on this. An incredible book. This book will change the lives of your kids well into
adulthood. Buy it; browse it; and implement it. Don't pass this book up!. I know a great deal
about the benefits of a plant centered diet, and I learned even more by scanning this book!.I do
want Dr Fuhrman would publish an updated version, as a number of the book is a bit outdated
(published in 2006). Five Stars excellent!Addititionally there is no mention of GMO's and he
advocates soy milk and tofu quite a bit which most current health experts usually do
not.Fuhrman's book - Eat to Live.If only all pediatricians focused on what our kids eat!!! He has a
no-keeps barred attitude about society's norms and morales, and it's really a refreshing
however, not overly paranoid view of the food world we reside in. Love it. This book is
excellent!I'm already a vegan but it gave me some very nice ideas on some stuff I should be
increasing my children's diet along with my very own. There is so much conflicting info and it
gets extremely overwhelming to decide what's truth and what functions? This book rocks !.I
have already been reading and digesting books, articles, videos about healthy living: diet plan,
exercise, chemical exposure etc.Finally along with his publication, everything became very clear
and the answer to healthy diet presented itself therefore obviously. We are as a family still not
perfect but we try hard to get most of our calorie consumption from plant centered foods.I
understand that making small changes, over time will do the secret and the kids will never know
very well what hit them! We stopped eating chicken, red meat and fish, only occasionally.That
means a lot of green smoothies, all sorts of vegetables natural and cooked (steam mostly), nut
butters, Ezekiel bread, water. Any parent should browse it and the importance of feeding kids
right.it was a nice shocker.- I'm always full but never stuffed or starved.- I've more energy
generally.- The youngsters (I have young kids) get over their runny noses quickly without
becoming sick.I actually started mentioning and recommending this publication to many friends.
What's good for the goose is wonderful for the gander. It proved that the publication that
transformed my sister's life (she became a functional vegan and lost like 25 pounds and kept is
for days gone by 2+ years) was also Dr.However, this book is a superb read and offers many
good reasons to switch to a wholesome plant based diet!If you are one which enjoys his/her
comfort foods a lot and finds it very hard to change habits in general, this book won't work for
you. But also for anyone who is seeking to make a positive modify, it is lifestyle changing.. It
starts method way before...it will be stressful having those dinner/food time discussion together
with your children in the event that you just toss a big plate of veggies at them rather than let
them eat a fast food meal again.. He provides very good reason "why" to step aside from the SAD
diet plan and provide healthy, True foods for our children. He cuts to the chase on what you
should know about children's diet and its own all so very 21st hundred years and heartfelt. I
believe it really is my responsibility, as a mother or father, to lay a good foundation now, in all
areas, regardless of how hard it can be to do. I halted buying butter, cheese and milk. A couple
days after presenting more fruit and veggies as options instead of processed food/snacks my
child asked for fruit rather...- I don't get cravings after dinner to consume something starchy and
nice..I have first hand knowledge with curing ailments with nourishment and I understand that
the info presented here's good, solid information. And our gastronomical options will have a lot
related to it. Fuhrman's books and I recommend all of them.The book is well crafted. Presented
within an organized style and easy to understand. Great advice that the whole family can follow
My 12-month-old son kept getting ill from daycare therefore i started implementing some of Dr.



But up to now I’m loving it. Excellent read This is a easy read, it reinforces lots of things I already
believed in, namely that diet controls an excellent portion of our health. It requires that concept
further than most doctors would, not merely avoiding the big killers (Coronary attack,
cardiovascular disease, diabetes, etc. Primarily, it made us all eat more healthy as a family and
be more conscious in what we place in the body. He gets a daily green smoothie and he enjoys
it. It's been a few weeks and he hasn't gotten unwell again but it's prematurily . to tell if it
certainly works, however it can't hurt to eat more veggies.) but also the normal flu, allergies, and
other childhood illnesses. We are as a family group still not ideal but we try hard to get the
majority of our . This book was the pivoting point to change my family's diet plan and got us
further steps nearer to a healthy life. Also to my children. But the evidence implies that such an
approach is definitely deleterious to individual health. Some good information, but science has
proven that a strictly plant based diet plan isn't inherently more healthy than a diet plan with
animal products.. It really opens your mind to how important . To all or any those people out
there who believe there is nothing wrong with loading kids up on diary and meats and junk food,
this publication demonstrates by reliance on peer-reviewed scientific literature that such a
course of action is placing the stage for the afterwards advancement, during adulthood, of
cancer, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and autoimmune disease. Do not get fooled by it being
truly a few years old, if it were up to me it will be needed reading in colleges because its
therefore factual and believable. Dr. Fuhrman proves that he offers honest, fundamental
research on his side rather than trendy gimmicks.I read other reviews that said it was wii book
because there is no way their kids would go along with this. I believe in what he says so very
much that i not merely follow his nutritional information but feel the desire to spread his
understanding to others aswell, even though he doesnt possess a booster/salesman intent or
design to him.. Very informative, great recipes aswell Haven’t completed the whole book.
Fuhrman's concepts in his diet, primarily adding a whole lot of green veggies and healthy
fats.Just in 3-4 weeks I noticed:- I'm not bloated, my tummy doesn't increase and bigger as the
day goes about. It's to never early to start out feeding your child the right way. Basically this
publication tells us that disease-proofing another generation isn't simply medicating or
providing them with supplements.Yes. Probably in our very own childhood or from the valuable
generation. I have most of Dr. I highly recommend this book ?? Another Great Fuhrman
Publication! Glad I've new quality recipes and a game arrange for helping my children be the
best the could be! And the actual fact that he pushed for soy consumption was a crimson flag for
me. Important to read, even if you’re not yet a parent I’m halfway through this publication and I
may’t help believe I should’ve been able to see this before conceiving a child with this first
child. The right information, but science has proven a strictly ..- The k Great Book - Good
Information Love this book. Don't get fooled by it being truly a . Backed by research Loved that
they are offering a book for parents to use. There are those out there that cling tenaciously to
the standard American diet, large on junk food, meat, and diary, and prepared factory foods. Five
Stars Must read for any parent. For instance, he says that peanuts should not be given to kids
under the age of two- an old guideline that has been debunked by current study. Five Stars Well
crafted, concise explanation of the need for using plant based diet for your children as well as
yourself.
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